Refined colour palettes for the 2019 collection
presented at Maison&Objet by Quagliotti

Paris, January 2019 – The new products being presented by Quagliotti at this year’s early
edition of Maison&Objet, tell the story of a successful Italian company. An organic collection
of unique creations for bedroom, table and bathroom, now flanked by a special line for babies.
Velvety rose petals, the fresh peel of a red apple glistening with dew, reflections in the water
of a mountain lake and the silvery shades of agave leaves are just some of the inspirations that
nature has lent to the new colour palettes of Quagliotti textile collections. Rosa Ardesia and
Blue Goblin are the colours chosen to enhance the quality weave of sheets, throws, quilts,
cushions, table cloths, bathrobes and towels.
The superb quality of raw materials and hand-finished products describe Quagliotti expertise,
in which the skills of master weavers accompany the contemporary taste of the collections.
“Arianna”, “Fortuny”, “Garda” and “Bellagio” are some of the names of the sets being
presented in the two colours. The geometric motifs, floral patterns and stripes of these fabrics
have now been flanked by “Dots”, a tiny polka dot motif adorning bed linen and bathroom
sets.
A double twisted satin yarn weave underlines the refined detailing of table textiles. With the
“Imperiale” motif, table cloths codify the style of the most exclusive table settings in a
modern pattern.
To pamper the youngest members of the family, Quagliotti has created a Baby range in soft
pastel shades. Sheets, throws, quilts, cushions, sleeping bags and bathrobes for small children
and babies are available in the finest pure cotton satin or in linen. Tone-on-tone embroidered
motifs, such as chicks, little stars and hearts, add a delightfully decorative touch to this
product line.
Thanks to its quality control and flexibility all along the supply chain, Quagliotti is in a
position to create projects defined by an authentic sartorial spirit.
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